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1. ‘terrazzo’ desk
by Nicola Bonriposi,
for Potocco

2. ‘w203 ilumina’ light
by Ilse Crawford,
for Wästberg

3. ‘aaron’ stool
by Pio&TitoToso,
for Lapalma

4. ‘grand slam’ chair
by Alex Gufler,
for TON

Known for combining
creative innovation with
artisanal tradition, Italian
furniture company Potocco
has worked with designer
Nicola Bonriposi to realise
this new desk. Characterised
by a delicate silhouette and
refined details, ‘Terrazzo’ is
an ode to minimalism and
elegance. The slender metal
structure is all restraint,
while a leather desktop adds
a luxurious touch, and an
upright back partly encloses
the workspace and keeps
stationery from falling off.
Touches of burnished brass
complete the design.
£1,500, potocco.it

Ilse Crawford’s irresistible
new take on the classic
library lamp for Swedish
lighting specialist Wästberg
is perfect for our study.
The simple, mushroom-like
shade reflects light from
the hidden LED source
downwards, for effective
but subtle illumination of
the work surface. A dimmer
function allows users to
set a more ambient glow.
The lamp, a neat 30.5cm
tall, is available in solid
high-gloss copper, brushed
aluminium (pictured),
and a soft white finish.
From £505, wastberg.com

Inspired by the desire to
make life easier, the
architect-and-designer
brothers behind Italian
studio Pio&TitoToso have
created this multitasking
stool that balances comfort
and functionality. As
well as a pared-back pew,
it provides users with a
convenient side table.
Just the job for visitors
dropping by the home
office. Available in two sizes,
the metal stool is finished
with leather upholstery.
Price on request, lapalma.it

Part of a new collection
created for Czech bentwood
furniture specialist TON,
Alex Gufler’s ‘Grand Slam’
chair is a showcase of the
company’s art. With a
bent-plywood backrest and
a cleverly curved plywood
seat on a beech base, the
chair is also conveniently
stackable and so takes up
little space even if you have
a few. If you can’t choose
between the options – sober
as well as pastel hues, with or
without varying degrees of
upholstery – order a pile.
£373, ton.eu
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